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Since the introduction of vortex beams it has become clear that it is possible to structure the electron
beams and produce arbitrary electron phase profiles [1][2]. We also demonstrated that the control over
the phase in some cases like Bessel beams is sufficient to shape the overall amplitude profile for
example by controlling the zeros of the electron wavefunction [3].
However in many cases the control of both amplitude and phase is demanded to engineer more structural
properties of the electronic beam.
We report for the first time the electron holograms for phase and amplitude manipulation. The
hologram we present is based on a modification of blazed phase holograms where the groove depth is
modulated to produce the desired amplitude effect. The same philosophy can be applied to any initial
groove profile. Calculations based on Fourier-Taylor expansion demonstrate the appropriate form of the
transmission function has to be
T = exp(iM ( x, y ) Mod ( F ( x, y ) + 2πx,2π ))
with
M ( x, y ) = 1 + π1 sinc −1 ( A) , F ( x, y ) = P − πM
where A and P are the aimed phase and amplitude distribution at the hologram plane, Mod(a,b) is the
remainder of division of a by b and sinc-1 is the inverse of the function sinx/x.
Fig 1 a,b show one example of FIB nanofabricated hologram encoding phase and amplitude
information for a non-trivial beam. The aimed pattern calculated with the equation above is shown in
fig 1a while the thickness map of the SiN membrane after FIB patterning is shown in fig 1b. The
thickness measurement have been carried on by EFTEM in a JEOL 2010 equipped with LaB6 emitter
and operated at 200 keV. The aimed beam is given by the superposition of two Laguerre Gauss beams.
If we indicate Ll, p the Laguerre-Gauss with OAM quantum number ℓ and radial number p, the aimed
beam is
ψ = 22 (L−3, 0 + L8, 2 )
This pattern has been chosen as example of complicated amplitude and phase modulation. The
hologram has been introduced in a FEI-Tecnai F20T operated at 200 kV, in the sample position and the
diffraction has been observed using low-mag diffraction mode.
Fig 1c shows the comparison between the experimentally generated intensity of the beam (left) and the
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aimed beam (right). In the simulated beam the intensity is proportional to image brightness and the hue
is proportional to the phase.
It is worth remarking that the new holographic scheme, if compared to the original blazed hologram [4],
presents a larger flexibility: however while phase-only Blazed holograms permits, at least in principle,
to obtain a situation with only one diffracted beam, the present phase-amplitude hologram cannot
eliminate residual intensity on all diffracted orders and in particular on the 0th order . An example in
both experiment (above) and theory (Below) of +/-1 and 0th diffraction order is shown in fig 1d.
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Figure 1. a) Aimed hologram pattern characterized by amplitude modulated blazed groove profile b)
Experimental thickness map of the generated hologram c) comparison between experimental (left) and
theoretical (right) beam. In the latter the phase has been highlighted by hue colorscale where hue is the
phase. d) comparison of the full diffraction in experiment (above ) and simulations (below).
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